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Angular distribution of the longitudinal p¢ p¢ spin correlation parameter Azz at 197.4 MeV 
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A polarized proton beam with a large longitudinal polarization component of 0.54560.005 ~96% of the total 
polarization! was prepared in a storage ring ~IUCF–Cooler!. This was achieved by means of spin precession 
solenoids in two of the six straight sections of the ring. A polarized hydrogen storage cell target internal to the 
ring was used to measure the longitudinal spin correlation coeffcient Azz in pp elastic scattering over the 
laboratory angular range 5.5° –43.5° (uc.m.511.5° –90°) with statistical errors of typically 0.025. The abso-
lute normalization was determined to an accuracy of 2.0% by use of the identity Ayy2Axx2Azz[1 at  uc.m. 

590°. The identity also allows a reduction of the scale factor uncertainty of the previously published analyzing 
powers and spin correlation coeffcients. The results are compared to recent pp partial wave analyses and NN 
potential models. 

PACS number~s!: 24.70.1s, 13.88.1e, 13.75.Cs, 25.40.Cm 
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent papers we reported measurements of analy
power Ay and spin correlation parameters Axx , Ayy , and Axz

in pp elastic scattering at eight energies between 197.4
448.9 MeV @1,2#. The remaining independent spin corre
tion parameter Azz can only be measured with both beam a
target polarized in the beam direction ~longitudinal!. Here,
we report on the development of longitudinal beam polar
tion in the proton storage ring ~‘‘Cooler’’! at the Indiana
University Cyclotron Facility. This polarized 197.4 Me
beam was used in conjunction with a polarized hydro
storage cell target @3# to measure the spin correlation para
eter Azz in pp elastic scattering as a function of laborato
scattering angles between 5.5° and 43.5°. Two spin pre
sion solenoids were introduced into the storage ring to 
pare longitudinal beam polarization at the location of 
polarized hydrogen target. 

The experimental apparatus and methods, includ
analysis and study of systematic effects, are very simila
those described in Ref. @1#, and thus will not be discussed 
detail. Measurements of pp elastic scattering were take
with vertical, horizontal, and longitudinal target polarizatio
The measurements with longitudinal target polarization
low determination of the product PzQzAzz of longitudinal 
beam polarization Pz , longitudinal target polarization Qz , 
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and spin correlation parameter Azz . 
The measurements with horizontal and vertical target 

larization are used to determine the product of longitud
beam polarization Pz and transverse target polarizations Qx 
and Qy . This makes use of the spin correlation parame
Axz5Azx , which is known from our previous measureme
at the same beam energy @1#. Under the assumption that th
target polarization for the three different holding feld orie
tations is the same, this determines the product PzQz which 
is needed to extract the angular distribution of the spin 
relation parameter Azz . 

The absolute normalization of our previous spin corre
tion data, as well as the normalization of the present Azz
measurement ultimately depend on a measurement o
analyzing power Ay in pp scattering at 183.1 MeV @4#. An
interesting check of the absolute normalization is offered 
the model independent relationship Ayy2Axx2Azz[1 @5# at 
uc.m.590°. Here this relation is exploited to check the c
rectness of the previous calibration and to improve its ab
lute normalization accuracy. 

The preparation of longitudinal beam polarization will 
discussed in Sec. II. Section III contains an overview of 
experimental apparatus. The extraction of the spin corr
tion parameter Azz from the measured yields is discussed
Sec. IV. Section V presents the fnal absolute calibration
the pp spin correlation parameter. A short discussion of c
rections and systematic effects is given in Sec. VI. The
sults for the angular distribution of Azz and a comparison to
theoretical predictions is given in Sec. VII. This is follow
by the conclusion in Sec. VIII. 

II. LONGITUDINAL BEAM POLARIZATION

A. Polarization of a stored proton beam

The polarization of an ensemble of particles with spin 
is described by a vector PW , which is parallel to the sum mW of 
02-1 ©2000 The American Physical Society 
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the magnetic moments of all particles in the ensemble. S
1/2 beam polarization in a storage ring is thus fully de
mined by the polarization of the injected beam and the 
tion of the magnetic moments of the stored particles. 

As a proton progresses along the closed orbit, its mag
moment precesses around the prevailing magnetic feld
rection. The general, relativistic equation of the motion
the direction of a magnetic dipole travelling through elec
magnetic felds is known as the BMT equation @6#. From this 
equation we can derive the action of the two basic feld 
ments which we need for the present purpose: 

The frst element we need to understand is the vertica~y! 
feld of a bending magnet which defects the beam in 
horizontal (x-z) plane by an angle u, while it precesses th
magnetic moment of beam particles ~in their rest frame!
around the y axis by an angle jB(u), where 

jB~u!5~g21!ug51.792 847 39~6!ug. ~2.1! 

Here, g is the usual relativistic kinematic parameter, and g is 
the g factor of the proton. 

The second feld element is a solenoid with an integra
feld B5*Bzdz along the beam direction which precess
the magnetic moment around the longitudinal ~z! direction 
by an angle jS(B), where 

cgB B 
jS~B!5 50.89235 . ~2.2! 

mbg  bg  

Here, c is the speed of light in m/s, m the proton mass in
eV/c2, b the usual relativistic kinematic parameter, andB 
the longitudinal feld integral in Tesla meters ~Tm!. 

We now study a particle which completes a single t
around the ring, starting and ending at a point s* somewhere
on the stored orbit. As a consequence of the precession o
magnetic moment by the magnetic elements in the ring
tice, there will be a ‘‘one-turn’’ net rotation R(s* ) between 
the initial and fnal direction of the moment. This rotati
can be calculated easily by concatenating the individua
tations around the vertical $Ry@jB(u)#% and longitudinal 
$Rz@jS(B)#% directions due to bends and solenoids, star
at s* and proceeding against the beam direction @see Eq.
~2.3!#. These rotations may be described by 333 matrices,
but in practice it is more elegant and more convenien
adapt the spinor formalism from quantum mechanics
which rotations are expressed as complex 232 matrices @7#. 

The one-turn rotation R(s* ) is characterized by a rotatio
axis nW (s* ), and a rotation angle C which is independent o
the choice of s* . The unit vector nW (s* ) which is given by the
eigenvector of R(s* ) is called the ‘‘spin closed orbit,’’ and
C/2p is known as the ‘‘spin tune.’’ It is obvious that th
component of mW ~and thus the polarization vector PW ) which 
is parallel to nW (s* ) is preserved. The component perpendi
lar to nW (s* ) precesses around it and over many orbits a
ages to zero. Thus, the direction of the beam polarizatio
given by the spin closed orbit. 

Normally, in a storage ring the spin closed orbit is verti
for all s* , since the effect from transverse focusing fe
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FIG. 1. The magnet lattice of the IUCF Cooler. The targe
located in the A region. Bending magnets are marked with the be
ing angle in degrees. The spin precession solenoids in the T and C 
region are shown to illustrate their position with respect to 
bending magnets. 

averages to zero. To carry out an experiment with longit
nal beam polarization one has to provide spin rotators in
ring lattice that cause the spin closed orbit at the ta
nW (starget) to point along the beam direction. For energies 
low a few GeV, it is best to use solenoid felds to rotate 
spin. In the next section we describe how this was don
the IUCF Cooler. 

B. Preparation of longitudinal beam polarization 

The IUCF Cooler storage ring is a six-sided synchrot
with a polarized hydrogen target in the A region straight 
section, as shown in Fig. 1. This fgure also shows the 
spin-rotation solenoids in the C and T region which were
used to prepare longitudinal polarization at the target. 
placement and strength of the solenoid felds is governe
the task of achieving the desired spin closed orbit, bu
practice is also constrained by space requirements and b
fact that solenoids also focus the beam and thus hav
impact on the ring optics. 

The C-region solenoid. The electron beam which is use
for phase space cooling is transversely confned by a s
noidal feld. In normal operation, the effect of this feld 
the spin closed orbit is compensated by two additional s
noids with opposite feld, immediately upstream and dow
stream of the cooling region. For the present experimen
operate these compensating solenoids with reversed cu
such that the feld direction is the same for all three s
noids. In this mode, a longitudinal feld integral of BC 
50.877 Tm is achieved, limited by the maximum allowe
power dissipation in the solenoids. 

The T-region solenoid. A superconducting solenoid wa
placed in the T region ~see Fig. 1!. The coil of this solenoi
has an inner diameter of 17.5 cm and a length of 30 cm.
insertion length of the device is 58 cm with a clear bore
10.8 cm. The feld integral of this magnet is 1.10 Tm. 

With these elements present in the ring, one obtains
the one-turn rotation starting at the target 
2-2 
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R~starget!5Ry@jB~123°!#Rz@jS~BT!#Ry@jB~117°!# 

3Rz@jS~BC!#Ry@jB~120°!#, ~2.3! 

where the defection angles 123°, 117°, and 120° are th
defections between A, T, and C regions ~see Fig. 1!. Evalu-
ating the eigenvector of this matrix, normalized to 1, yie
the spin closed orbit at the target nW (starget)5(0.250, 
0.125, 0.960), where the three numbers denote horizo
(x), vertical (y), and longitudinal ~z! components. The fac
that the polarization is not purely longitudinal is caused
the limit on the thermal load of the C solenoids. The feld
integral required for longitudinal beam polarization at 
target is roughly 1.1 Tm in each solenoid. As will be d
cussed in Sec. IV, the angle of 16.3° of the polariza
direction with the beam direction is taken into account in 
analysis of the data. Aside from a small reduction in sta
tical accuracy ~compared to pure longitudinal polarization!, 
the measurement of the spin correlation parameter Azz is not 
affected. 

The spin closed orbit at the injection point can be ev
ated analogously. The one-turn rotation in this case is g
by 

R~sinjection!5Ry@jB~60°!#Rz@jS~BC!#Ry@jB~243°!# 

3Rz@jS~BT!#Ry@jB~57°!#. ~2.4! 

The corresponding spin closed orbit follows as nW (sinjection) 
5(0.252, 0.953, 0.157). Its direction is almost vertical. 
jection of vertically polarized beam loses about 5% of 
injected polarization, but eliminates the technical compli
tion of having to make use of precession solenoids in
beam line from the cyclotron to the Cooler. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND EVENT 
IDENTIFICATION 

The experiment was carried out in the IUCF Cooler s
age ring at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility. T
polarized target is located in the A region of the ring, which
has low dispersion and small b function and thus is bes
suited for internal storage cell targets. Polarized hydro
atoms for the target are produced by an atomic beam so
The polarized atomic beam is injected into a T-shaped, thin
walled storage cell, located on the axis of the storage 
The orientation of the target polarization is defned by th
sets of guide feld coils, and can be changed in less tha
ms between the longitudinal (z), vertical (y), and horizontal
~x! direction. 

Figure 2 shows a three-dimensional representation o
detector setup used to detect coincidences between two
tons from pp elastic scattering in the target. Two types of pp 
elastic scattering events are detected. Type I events, cov
an angular range of u lab55235°, are detected as coinc
dence between forward scintillators and recoil detectors. 
forward scintillators are two plastic scintillators (E and K) 
and recoil detectors are eight silicon micro strip detec
(R128) mounted at azimuthal angles 645° and 6135° 
around the storage cell. Position and angle information
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FIG. 2. Schematic view of the detector setup. The forward 
tector stack consists of two scintillation counters (E,K) and two 
wire chambers (XY,UV) with two planes each. Recoil protons a
detected by eight silicon microstrip detectors surrounding the ta
cell ~R1–8!. Large angle detectors ~S1–4! detect particles close to
u lab545°. 

the event is provided by two wire chambers (XY and UV) 
for the forward scattered proton, and the micro strip posi
for the recoil. 

Type II events, covering the angular range of u lab530° 
260° are detected as coincidence between two of four s
tillators ~S1–4!, mounted between the two wire chambers
azimuthal angles 645° and 6135°. For these events, bo
protons pass the frst wire chamber (XY), allowing recon-
struction of angles and origin of the event. 

Both event types are subjected to a kinematic ft to de
mine scattering angle u, azimuthal angle f, and vertex po-
sition z assuming the event originates on the beam axis 
follows pp elastic scattering kinematics ~see Ref. @1#!. To
avoid sensitivity to the physical boundaries of rough
620° around the nominal azimuthal center position
(645°, 6135°) of the recoil ~R1-8! and scintillation detec-
tors ~S1-S4!, only events within 618.5° are accepted. Fo
event type I an additional cut on the correlation betw
energy loss in the recoil detectors and scattering ang
applied ~see Ref. @1#!. 

For a more detailed description of target, detector sys
and event selection the reader is referred to Ref. @1#. The 
measurement was organized in cycles consisting of 3 
injection of polarized beam at 197.4 MeV and 3 min d
taking. At the end of a cycle, the beam remaining in the 
was discarded, and the next cycle begins with injection
new beam. Approximately every 30 min, the polarizat
direction of the injected beam was reversed at the ion sou

The data acquisition was subdivided into 12 s subcyc
in which the target polarization direction was cycled in 
intervals through the 6 possible states (6x, 6y, 6z). The 
current of the stored beam ranged from 50 to 150 mA with 
beam lifetimes of 2000–3000 s. A total of approximately
3106 pp elastic scattering events in 12 spin combinatio
were acquired in 6 days. 

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE SPIN CORRELATION 
PARAMETER Azz 

For all orientations of the target holding feld (x, y, or  z), 
yields Yik(u) are measured as a function of scattering an
The experiment uses four different ranges of azimu
2-3 
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angles f i centered at f5645° and 6135° and four
different combination of beam and target polarization
(11,12,21,22). Thus for each orientation of the ta
get guide feld, the yields Yik are represented by a 434 
matrix. These yields can be related to the pp elastic scatter-
ing cross section by factors that contain detector effcien
on one hand, and luminosities ~target thickness, number o
incident protons! for the different beam and target polariz
tion combinations on the other hand. Multiplication of t
rows i of Yik by suitable effciency factors e i and multipli-
cation of the columns by luminosity factors lk yields a ma-
trix Xik5e iYiklk . Effciency factors compensate for diffe
ences in the detector effciencies, while luminosity fact
normalize the luminosities such that for unpolarized be

unpoland target Xik 51 for all i ,k. The Xik are related to the
cross section by Xik5s ik /s0 where s0 is the unpolarized
differential cross section and s ik the spin dependent cros
section for the specifc beam polarization PW 5(Px ,Py ,Pz) 
and target polarization QW 5(Qx ,Qy ,Qz). The method used
to determine the Xik from the measured yields Yik is known 
as diagonal scaling and described in detail in Ref. @8#. For 
each scattering angle u, the experiment yields 48 values 
Xik ~6 target spin directions, two beam spin directions, f
azimuthal angles!, which are used to determine experime
quantities of the form ~polarization! 3 ~analyzing power
Ay), and ~beam polarization! 3 ~target polarization! 3 ~spin 
correlation parameters Aik) ~see Ref. @8#!. All data are simul-
taneously analyzed as described in Ref. @1#, allowing for pos-
sible differences in polarization when the sign of beam 
target polarization is reversed, as well as small deviation
the target polarizations from the ideal orientation. 

However, for the purpose of illustration, we discuss h
the case of longitudinal beam polarization with negligi
transverse components (Px5Py50). For purely longitudinal
beam polarization, the Xik are given by 

Xik511Ay ~Qx sin f1Qy cos f! 

1AxzPz ~Qy sin f1Qx cos f!1AzzPzQz . 

~4.1! 

Measurements with longitudinal beam polarization Pz and 
longitudinal target polarization Qz ~with Qx5Qy50) deter-
mine the angular distribution Azz(u) within a scale factor
given by PzQz . 

Neither Pz nor Qz can be measured directly since t
longitudinal analyzing power Az vanishes by parity conser
vation. The method to determine Pz and Qz used here is
based on the assumption ~discussed below! that the target
polarization Q is independent of orientation of the target sp
(Q5Qx5Qy5Qz). Part of this assumption (Qx5Qy) has 
been explicitly verifed in Ref. @3#. Since Axz is known from 
previous measurements, PzQx and PzQy can be determined
from the measurements with transverse target polariza
which yield values of Axz(u)PzQx and Axz(u)PzQy . Using 
the known values of Ain from Ref. @1# as input, the producxz 
kx(y)5PzQx(y) of beam and target polarization is varied 
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FIG. 3. Angular distribution of the spin correlation parame
Azz . The solid line is the prediction from the partial wave analy
NI93. 

minimize the x2 between the present results for PzQxAxz(u) 
in@or PzQyAxz(u)# and the scaled Axz : 

in !2~ PzQx(y)Axz2kx(y)Axz 
x25( . ~4.2! 

u !21~ in !2#@d~ PzQx(y)Axz kx(y)dAxz 

Since the analysis uses data over a wide range of an
(5.5° to 43.5°), the fnal results are of high statistical ac
racy. Best agreement with Ain is obtained for PzQxxz 
50.426760.0051 for target polarization along x and PzQy 
50.422560.0055 when the target polarization is alongy. 
The weighted mean PzQ50.424860.0037 ~or 0.9% relative 
uncertainty! was used to determine Azz(u). The absolute
calibration of the resulting Azz(u), which ultimately depends
on the Ay calibration point @4# which was used in the dete
mination of Ain , has an overall uncertainty of 2.66%. Thxz 
uncertainty can be reduced further as will be explained
Sec. V. The fnal results for Azz are shown in Fig. 3. 

The absolute normalization of Azz(u) depends on the as
sumption that PQ with target polarization along z is the 
same as for target polarization along x or y. The beam polar-
ization P can be assumed independent of the (,1 mT) 
guide feld over the target since the polarization lifetime
the stored beam is very long (.1 h  @9#! compared to the
rapid ~6 s! sequence of target polarization states. In an ea
experiment with transverse beam polarization, independe
of P on guide feld direction was confrmed by direct me
surement to better than 0.5% ~see Table 1 in Ref. @1#!. 

We now discuss the assumption that the magnitude o
target polarization does not depend on orientation. Chang
the target polarization direction is accomplished by chang
the guide feld in the target region, which is provided 
three sets of coils external to the vacuum system @3#. Infor-
mation on the uniformity and accuracy of the guide f
direction over the target, and effects of the guide feld on
proton closed orbit is given in Ref. @3#. The absolute value o
the polarization of the gas target is independent of the or
tation and sign of the guide feld because between the ex
the last sixpole magnet of the atomic beam source and
target cell the spin of the atoms follow the magnetic f
direction adiabatically: from an initially inhomogeneous fe
in the sixpole, as the atoms travel into the homogeneous 
2-4 
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at the target, the magnetic moments follow the feld dir
tion, no matter what the orientation of the guide feld is.

The condition of adiabaticity requires that along the 
jectory of the atoms the feld direction changes experien
by the atoms are slow compared to the Larmor preces
rate of the atom in that feld. That this condition is easily m
is evident from the many polarized ion sources based on
atomic beam method, that provide large polarization with
making special provisions to assure adiabaticity. Howeve
there is a point between atomic beam source and ta
where the magnetic feld is both small in magnitude ~low 
Larmor frequency! and changing rapidly in feld direction
loss of polarization arises. This loss may depend on the
rection of the guide feld over the target, because fringe f
of the guide feld coils may under some conditions ne
cancel the ambient feld. Consequently, careful feld m
surements were made along the atomic beam axis for ea
the six different target guide feld conditions. The rate
change in the feld direction compared to the Larmor pre
sion rate was found to be less than 531026 and satisfes the
adiabaticity condition of being !1. 

The second concern is the possibility that the transi
unit @medium-feld transition ~MFT!#, which is used in the
atomic beam source to select a single hyperfne state o
drogen atoms, may be affected by the fringe feld of 
guide feld coils. While it is found that the resonance reg
shifts slightly when the x guide feld is reversed, the res
nance region is wide enough ~see Ref. @10#! that a working 
point exists for which the transition works properly for 
guide feld orientations. 

Finally, the expectation that the product of beam and 
get polarization is independent of guide feld can be chec
directly for guide felds along x and y. No statistically sig-
nifcant difference has been observed, neither in this exp
ment, nor in previous experiments with transverse beam
larization @1,3#. 

V. ABSOLUTE NORMALIZATION 

The absolute normalization of the present Azz data and the
previously reported values of Axx , Ayy , and Axz @1,3# all 
depend on the Ay calibration point reported in Ref. @4#. The 
calibration can be checked and the accuracy of the cal
tion can be improved by use of the identity 

Ayy2Axx2Azz[1, ~5.1! 

which applies to spin correlation coeffcients in elastic s
tering of spin 1/2 particles at a center of mass angle of 
The relation follows directly from symmetry relations b
tween the fve helicity amplitudes at that scattering angle@5#. 

To improve the statistical accuracy of the experimen
value of S5Ayy2Axx2Azz at uc.m.590° (u lab543.57°), a 
polynomial ft of the angular distribution of Ayy2Axx2Azz 
was performed in the vicinity of u lab543.57°. Because th
spin correlation coeffcients are symmetric around uc.m. 
590°, the angular distribution has an extremum at the 
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FIG. 4. Examples of parabolic and fourth order fts to the an
lar distribution of Ayy2Axx2Azz used in the determination of th
value at uc.m.590° (u lab543.57). The top two panels show th
data points and polynomial fts ~parabolic: left, fourth order: right!
the bottom panels show the corresponding value of Ayy2Axx 

2Azz at uc.m.590° ~left scale, points! and x2 of the fts ~right scale, 
solid line!. The dashed lines indicate the selected value an
uncertainty. 

responding laboratory angle of u lab543.57° so that only
even terms with extrema at this laboratory angle were u
as ftting functions. 

Figure 4 shows examples for parabolic fts and fts incl
ing a second and fourth order term. The extracted valuesS 
are insensitive to the number of data points used as lon
the x2/ ~degree of freedom! of the fts is close to its mimi-
mum ~see bottom panels in Fig. 4!. For 10–20 data po
included in the fts, the extracted values vary by 60.005, 
which is taken into account as an interpolation uncertain

To test the accuracy of the above procedure, simul
data were produced from predictions for the Aik from partial 
wave analyses for the laboratory angular range 23° to 4
~corresponding to 20 data points!. The values for S differed 
from the correct value S[1 by less than 1023. 

The result for the sum S is taken from the parabolic f
with 14 data points 

90 90 90S5~ A 2A 2A !50.99660.011, ~5.2!yy xx zz 

where the uncertainty contains statistical and interpola
uncertainties added in quadrature. The fnal values for
angular distribution of Azz were determined by dividing th
Azz obtained in Sec. IV, which were normalized to the Axz 
from @1# by S50.996 in order to satisfy the identity Eq
~5.1!. The results are given in Table I. 

The absolute normalization uncertainty of the spin co
lation coeffcients is affected by two factors: the 1.1% er
in S and the relative uncertainty in the determination of PzQ 
which is given as 0.9% in Sec. IV. The error analysis m
take into account that changing PzQ by 0.9% requires a
change in Azz and a change in Ayy2Axx if the identity Eq. 
~5.1! is to be maintained. Numerical calculations show t
2-5 
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TABLE I. Final results for the angular distribution of the sp
correlation parameter Azz , using the relation Ayy2Axx2Azz[1 for 
the normalization. The absolute normalization uncertainty is 2.

u lab (deg) Azz dAzz u lab (deg) Azz dAzz 

5.5 0.267 0.078 25.5 0.793 0.021 
6.5 0.063 0.041 26.5 0.835 0.022 
7.5 20.056 0.033 27.5 0.854 0.023 
8.5 20.032 0.027 28.5 0.840 0.024 
9.5 20.037 0.024 29.5 0.897 0.026 
10.5 0.014 0.023 30.5 0.888 0.028 
11.5 0.067 0.022 31.5 0.855 0.027 
12.5 0.130 0.021 32.5 0.932 0.026 
13.5 0.200 0.020 33.5 0.887 0.024 
14.5 0.298 0.019 34.5 0.923 0.023 
15.5 0.341 0.019 35.5 0.887 0.023 
16.5 0.412 0.018 36.5 0.883 0.022 
17.5 0.464 0.018 37.5 0.913 0.021 
18.5 0.497 0.018 38.5 0.928 0.020 
19.5 0.554 0.018 39.5 0.855 0.020 
20.5 0.612 0.018 40.5 0.906 0.019 
21.5 0.663 0.019 41.5 0.924 0.019 
22.5 0.689 0.019 42.5 0.883 0.018 
23.5 0.734 0.020 43.5 0.890 0.024 
24.5 0.786 0.021 

an increase of PzQ by 0.9% reduces Azz by 1.6% and in-
creases Ayy2Axx by 0.8%. Adding the statistical error of S in 
quadrature yields a fnal scale uncertainty of 2.0% for theAzz 
in Table I. 

The present results suggest that the values of the Aik re-
ported in Ref. @1# should be divided by S50.996 and should
be assigned a scale uncertainty of 1.4%. Since the mea
ment of Ay in Ref. @1# only involves either a beam or a targ
polarization, the values should be divided by AS50.998 and
assigned a 0.7% uncertainty. 

VI. CORRECTIONS 

In this section a summary of small corrections applied
the fnal results will be given. As the methods used to de
mine these corrections are discussed elsewhere @1#, only a 
brief overview is given here. 

A. Deadtime 

Deadtime of the data acquisition system is of conc
because the total event rate changes by some 40% be
parallel and antiparallel beam and target helicities. The f
tional dead time was determined by using fast scaler
count the number of events presented to the data acquis
computer compared to the number of processed ev
These scalers were read once a second. The loss rate is
to be a linear function of the rate of accepted events ~Fig. 5!. 
From the slope a deadtime per processed event of 
67 ms is found. The average loss probability is about 3 
5% for parallel and antiparallel beam and target spins,
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FIG. 5. Typical plot of the probability ploss of losing an event
because of deadtime versus the rate of accepted ~processed! events 
cacq . The solid line is a linear ft. The slope determines the de
time per event t. 

spectively. Before executing the polarization analysis, 
yields are corrected for the number of lost events. The d
time correction increases the value of Azz by about 0.014, or
2/3 of the statistical error. This is by far the largest correc
that needed to be applied. 

B. Finite u-bin correction 

The angular distribution of the spin correlation coeffcie
Azz is reported at the center of 1° u lab angle bins and the
entire analysis was executed with this binning. Since b
cross section and polarization observables depend on a
the values at the center of the bin may differ slightly fro
the measured mean over the bin. 

The measured angular distributions of the spin correla
parameters Axz used for normalization and Azz are corrected
for this effect. The correction to Azz is typically 0.001. For
angles below 10°, where the acceptance of the detector
tem is angle dependent, the correction changes to a
0.006 and becomes comparable with the statistical error
the two smallest angle bins. The effect on the normaliza
was found to be less than 0.07% and is neglected, as
overall norm error is 2.0%. 

C. Correction for nonuniform f acceptance 

In the polarization analysis we assume that the accept
of the detector system as a function of the azimuthal angf 
is uniform. However, the data show that the f acceptance
depends slightly on the scattering angle u lab and is in general
not uniform. 

The term containing the spin correlation parameter Azz 
has no f dependence, thus there is no effect on the ang
distribution of Azz . However, the f dependence of the Axz 
term, required a correction of 20.001 to the absolute nor
malization of Azz . This correction is well below the absolu
error of the norm and the treatment as a small correctio
justifed. 

D. Background 

Although the storage cell wall is made of thin Tef
foils, it is still about 109 times more massive than the pola
2-6 
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TABLE II. Table with x2 per datapoint for the comparison o
the data to potential models and partial wave analyses. The se
column contains the x2 between the present Azz results and the
predictions. Columns three and four contain the x2 and scaling 
factor ks by which the Azz data need to be multiplied to yield th
best agreement between prediction and data. Column fve give

2overall x per degree of freedom for Ay and all spin correlation
parameters (Axx , Ayy , Axz , Azz). The Ay and Aik are multiplied by 

2factors k and k , respectively, adjusted for best agreement w
each calculation. The data for Ay and Axx , Ayy , Axz are from Ref. 
@1#, to which the small correction described in Sec. V was app

8s s8 

Azz Azz Ay and all Aik 

scaled scaled 
2 2 2Prediction ks k 

AV18 4.03 1.50 0.975 1.65 0.988 
REID93 2.09 0.70 0.981 1.24 0.991 
CDBonn 3.27 1.32 0.978 1.44 0.989 
Paris80 4.56 1.01 0.970 4.27 0.986
Ni93 2.00 0.72 0.978 1.31 0.991 
NI97 2.24 0.77 0.980 1.12 0.989 
SM94 5.29 4.41 0.985 5.41 0.997 

8s s8x x xs 

WI96 5.76 3.36 0.976 3.39 0.996 
SM97 2.34 0.92 0.981 1.97 0.990 
SP99 1.92 0.79 0.983 1.51 0.990 

ized hydrogen gas stored inside, so that interaction of
beam halo with the cell wall presents a potential sourc
background. In previous experiments with the present se
different methods for investigation of possible backgrou
events were explored. It was found that the tightest limit
background events entering the fnal p-p elastic data is ob-
tained if the polarized hydrogen data is compared with d
taken when N2 is admitted to the target. Background even
such as reactions on the C and F nuclei in the Tefon
walls as well as with N2, are in general lacking the coplana
ity of pp elastic scattering. Noncoplanar events recor
with the polarized hydrogen target can be used to estim
the number of coplanar events not originating from the ta
gas that enter the fnal yields. For details see Ref. @1#. 

The limit on the fractional background in the fnal data
found to be ,0.5%. As the normalization is based on me
surements with x and y orientation of the holding feld, an
the angular distribution for Azz is determined from the mea
surement with the z orientation, only a dependence of t
background on the holding feld orientation would affect 
results. Within the 0.1% statistical uncertainty in the de
mination of the fractional background no dependence on
holding feld direction was found. 

The effect of the background on the fnal results for Azz 
was estimated from a simulation of yields with and with
added background, and the effect was found to be less
10% of the statistical errors. No correction to the results 
applied. 

VII. COMPARISON TO THEORY 

In Ref. @1#, angular distributions of the analyzing pow
Ay and three spin correlation coeffcients (Axx , Ayy , Axz) 
05400
ond 

the 

FIG. 6. Comparison between Azz and partial wave analyses ~top! 
and predictions from potential models ~bottom!. The data and pre
dictions are plotted as difference to the reference NI93. The left
panels show predictions divided by the scaling factors giving 
agreement with the predictions and the Azz data ~column 4 of Table 
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II!. The right two panels use the factors k from scaling Ay and all 8s 

Aik ~column 6 of Table II!. 

were compared to current partial wave analyses ~PWA! 
~Nijmegen group: Ni93 @11#, Ni97 @12#; Virginia group: 
SM94, SM97 @13#! and to a number of potential model ca
culations ~Reid93 @14,12#, Argonne potential AV18 @15,16#, 
CD-Bonn @17,13#, Paris80 @18,13#!. In Table II, the column
labeled x2 shows the quality of agreement for some of th
calculations, as well as for the most recent VPI anal
SP99 @13#, which already includes the current results 
Azz . Best agreement (x2 per point '2) is found for the
Nijmegen PWA analyses ~Ni93, Ni97! which is based on a
ft to NN data in the energy range 0–350 MeV, and the m
recent VPI analyses ~SM97, SP99!, which analyzed data u
to 2500 MeV. Similar quality of agreement is observed 
the updated Reid potential ~Reid93! constructed by the
Nijmegen group. 

The agreement between Azz and various calculations i
improved if one allows the normalization to foat. If bea
and target polarization calibration are each reduced by a
tor k, the spin correlation coeffcients multiply by k2. The 
columns labeled ‘‘Azz scaled’’ ~Table II! show signifcant 
improvement when the measured Azz(u) are reduced @or the 
calculated Azz(u) are increased# by about 3% (ks50.985, or 
k250.970), in which case the best calculations yield a x 2 pers s 
degree of freedom near 1. The values for the scaling fac
ks are not incompatible with the uncertainty of 2.0% of t
absolute normalization. 

Comparison between data and ~scaled! calculations is 
shown on the left hand side of Fig. 6. For presentation in
fgures, the data are rebinned in 2° bins by taking 
weighted mean of neighboring 1° bins. As was done in R
@1#, reference value Aref ~calculated from the Ni93 PWAzz 
were subtracted from the measured Azz and all calculations
in order to display small differences more clearly. For c
venience, we plot the ~unscaled! Azz data points and instea
2-7 
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scale the calculations by the appropriate factors, since
scaled data points would be different for each calculat
The fgure shows that the most recent phase shift analyse
well as the Nijmegen version of the Reid potential, are
excellent agreement with the measurements, when the 
factors listed in Table II are applied. 

The analysis was repeated to include the previous dat@1# 
on Ay and Aik at the same energy. In accordance with Sec
the published values of Ay and Aik were divided by 0.998
and 0.996, respectively. The last two columns of Table

2 per degree of freedom (x 2) if the mea-give the overall x s 

sured Ay and all Aik are multiplied by factors k 
8 

2 , and k 
respectively. Good overall agreement is found for the Rei

8s s8 

251.24) and for the most recent phase shpotential (xs 

analyses Ni97 (x 
8 

251.12) and SP99 (x 251.51), where the
new SP99 analysis by the GW/VPI group already took 

8s s8 

vantage of the present Azz data. For SP99 in particular, th
agreement with the present Azz data is excellent. The agree
ment of these calculations with the Azz reported here is
shown on the right hand side of Fig. 6. According to Ta
II, the scale correction for the Aik is around 2% for Reid93
and Ni97 and SP99, which is compatible with the exp
mental scale uncertainty for the Aik of @1# of 1.4% and the
Azz of 2% ~Sec. V!. 

It should be mentioned that the above comparisons h
the defect that the same scale factor was applied to Azz and 
to the Aik of @1#, while indeed it was pointed out in Sec. 
that the component of the scale uncertainty that arises 
the Axz comparison is different for Azz and the other Aik . 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

A beam of polarized protons whose polarization in 
target region is along the beam direction was develope
the IUCF Cooler synchrotron. Since the spin precesses in
bending magnets, stable longitudinal polarization in the 
get straight section required the introduction of soleno
Limitations of the available solenoid strength caused a
viation from the ideal longitudinal polarization, but the r
maining transverse beam polarization components are s
and easily taken into account in the data analysis. We be
this is the frst time that stable longitudinal beam polariza
has been used for a nuclear physics measurement in a p
storage ring. 

The 197.4 MeV beam was incident on a polarized H 
target, whose polarization was changed in 2 s intervals
tween six different orientations (6x,6y,6z) by changing a
 M
O
en

 M
O
en

05400
he 
n. 
, as 
in 
ale 

, 

II 

weak guide feld over the target. Longitudinal target po
ization allowed the determination of the spin correlation 
rameter Azz . Elastically scattered protons were detected
coincidence in silicon-strip recoil detectors and in scintil
tors and wire chambers in forward direction. The effect
background events was investigated and found neglig
The only signifcant correction was for deadtime loss
which are spin dependent because of count rate change
tween parallel and antiparallel beam and target spins. 

Measurements of Azz were obtained for laboratory angle
between 5.5° and 43.5° (uc.m.511.5° –90°) in 1° intervals
with a statistical error of about 0.02. Except for a limit
3 amount of data at 305 MeV @19# in a narrow angular rang

t near uc.m.590° this is the only Azz data in pp scattering
below the pion threshold. 

The identity Ayy2Axx2Azz[1 at  uc.m.590° is exploited d-
to check the absolute calibration of earlier spin correla
measurements by our group @1# and to provide an improved
absolute calibration of the data. In order to relate the pro
PQ of beam and target polarization in the present exp
ment to the PQ calibration in the determination of Axx and 
Ayy in Ref. @1#, measurements here were taken at the s
time with transverse target polarization. This allowed re
ing the calibration in the two experiments via the comm
measurement of the spin correlation parameter Axz . The re-
sult determined the absolute calibration of the present Azz 
angular distribution to an accuracy of 62.0%. The above
identity also allows a recalibration of the absolute normal
tion for the results of Ref. @1#. The new calibration would

 

le 

i-

ve 

 
m 

multiply the Ay by 1.002 and the Aik by 1.004, which is well
within the uncertainties reported in Ref. @1#. 

In addition to the inherent interest in measuring Azz to 
complete the entire set of independent spin correlation
rameters in pp elastic scattering at 197.4 MeV, the measu
ments have particular signifcance since they strengthen
absolute polarization calibration over the entire energy ra
from 200 to 450 MeV @20#, which was based on exportin
the 200 MeV calibration to the higher energies. 
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